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Travel/Tourism Domain (1)

We worked mainly on SLH (Small scaled Lodging House) related and DTI (Destination Travel Information) related Process Projects.

1) SLH International Pilot Project
a. We discussed on the coming SLH Pilot Project and procedures.
b. The revised test schedule was drafted in this forum and the pilot project will be to last for another coming half a year by increasing the SLH properties and products.
c. The participating no. of member countries will be growing up from the 4 initial countries into the future.
d. The Pilot system with its user guides being developed was shown.
e. We discussed on the usage and translation of local languages in the environment of English, and reached to a certain understanding.
f. We will have feedback on the SLH related standards by this pilot project and submit data maintenance requests to the Maintenance Group by the next Forum.
Travel/Tourism Domain (2)

2) DTI Process Project lead by Project Chair, Mr. G. Ko
   a. We had a review on the revised version of the initial BRS (Business Requirements Specification) and agreed to further revise it in a few weeks based on the comments by the participants before their submission to the Public Review and UNCEFACT.
   b. The members, after the discussion, have recognized firmly that DTI and SLH projects would be the core ones to facilitate the destination travel in the world. In this regard we expect a lot of global participants in this project.
   c. The project chair agreed to let the document further reviewed and rewritten by a native English speaking person to publish in the UNCEFACT web site.

3) The other items
   a. The Domain had participants, for the first time, from the Korea Baseball Organization and a medical facility who are going to have tourism related business in their working areas.
      This would indicate the vast future integration of the domain.
   b. We had a virtual meeting with a KTO (Korean Tourism Association) member, whose organization has shown their support on our T/T Domain work, esp. on SLH and DTI projects.
      We want to express to have a better Internet accessibility in this UN building.
   c. We discussed on the agenda of the next forum and AFAC'T meeting.
   d. The following chart shows our updated domain working areas of present and the future.
Updated Destination Information & Travel Products

Global Airlines, Chain Hotels, Worldwide Rental Cars, Railways, & Others

Time Table

Buses, Camping Travel

Taxis & Local Rent-a-Cars

Local Railways, Airports, Ferries, etc.

Travel Statistics

Network

DTI (Destination Travel Information)

SLH (Lodging Houses)

Traveler Personal Info Security

Sports, Events, Local Activities, etc.

Restaurants, Dining Places

Conventions, Healthcare Facilities, etc.

Customers (Consumers, Retailers)